Abstract-Inference and learning for probabilistic generative networks is often very challenging and typically prevents scalability to as large networks as used for deep discriminative approaches. To obtain efficiently trainable, large-scale and well performing generative networks for semi-supervised learning, we here combine two recent developments: a neural network reformulation of hierarchical Poisson mixtures (Neural Simpletrons), and a novel truncated variational EM approach (TV-EM). TV-EM provides theoretical guarantees for learning in generative networks, and its application to Neural Simpletrons results in particularly compact, yet approximately optimal, modifications of learning equations. If applied to standard benchmarks, we empirically find: that learning converges in fewer EM iterations, that the complexity per EM iteration is reduced, and that final likelihood values are higher on average. For the task of classification on data sets with few labels, learning improvements result in consistently lower error rates if compared to applications without truncation. Experiments on the MNIST data set herein allow for comparison to standard and state-of-the-art models in the semi-supervised setting. Further experiments on the NIST SD19 data set show the scalability of the approach when a very large amount of additional unlabeled data is available.
I. INTRODUCTION
Truncated approaches have been shown to be a valuable tool for machine learning in a variety of different forms and over a wide application domain [1] - [4] : Truncated posterior approximations are used to overcome infeasible combinatorics and enable competitive performance, e.g., in tasks such as component extraction [2] , source separation and image denoising [3] , or invariant clustering [4] . Here, we investigate an application of novel theoretical results for truncated variational distributions [5] to Neural Simpletrons (NeSi) [6] . Simpletrons are neural networks that approximate likelihood maximization w.r.t. normalized and hierarchical Poisson mixture models. With an emphasis on unsupervised learning, such networks are especially well suited for settings where only few data points have labels. Learning from such sparsely labeled data becomes increasingly interesting with the ever increasing amounts of easily available data, while acquisition of data labels generally remains costly and potentially requires a lot of human effort.
In section II, we first shortly reiterate the underlying hierarchical generative model and the derived NeSi network. In section III, we then outline the TV-EM algorithm and how to apply it to mixture models in general. Finally, we use these results to derive a truncated NeSi network and discuss the computational benefits of this approach.
In section IV, we show numerical experiments on MNIST, where we investigate benefits to convergence times and test errors in semi-supervised settings and compare to state-of-theart models in this application domain, as well as on the NIST SD19 database to show scalability of the approach. 
In this generative process, the data classes k ∈ {1 . . . K} are drawn from a uniform distribution. The labels l are generated directly from these drawn classes via a KroneckerDelta, that is, without any form of label noise. For the observed data y, first a subclass c ∈ {1 . . . C} belonging to class k is drawn, from which y is generated. For this generative process, Poisson noise was chosen, which is suitable to model a wide range of non-negative data. (W, R) herein denote the normalized generative weights, with normalization constants A and 1, respectively. As previously shown [6] , a hierarchical neural network can be formulated that performs (approximate) maximum-likelihood learning in such a generative model through local Hebbian update rules. The likelihood objective naturally incorporates learning on labeled and unlabeled data and thus enables semisupervised learning within a single monolithic algorithm. The resulting neural network of two hidden layers (see fig. 2 ), called 'Neural Simpletron' (NeSi) [6] , learns unsupervised subclasses c of pattern representations in the first hidden layer (like different writing styles in case of handwritten character classification), and the classes k of these learned representations in the second hidden layer through provided and self-inferred labels (a.k.a. 'self-labeling', [7] , [8] ). While graph based semisupervised methods often propagate soft labels from labeled to unlabeled data via pairwise relationships in the data (e.g., [9] , [10] ), the here used self-labeling approach assigns labels based on the posterior distribution under the learned generative model [6] - [8] . From unnormalized input ỹ to the output probability distribution over classes t k , the activities throughout the network's layers are defined as follows:
activities, 1st hidden (7)
s c else activities, 2nd hidden (8) where (W cd ) are the neural weights from input to 1st hidden layer, and (R kc ) are the neural weights from 1st to 2nd hidden layer. During learning, these weights are updated according to the following Hebbian learning rules with implicit subtractive synaptic scaling (see, e.g., [11] ):
where the top weights (R kc ) are only updated on labeled data, or on unlabeled data with sufficiently unambiguous inferred labelsl = argmax k t k , that is, if the 'Best versus Second Best' [12] lies above a predefined threshold:
The activities s c , t k of the neural network herein correspond directly to posterior distributions of the generative model, when taking the neural weights as generative parameters Θ = (W, R):
As shown in [6] , learning neural weights (W, R) through eqs. (5) to (10) generally increases the data likelihood under the generative Poisson model and converges to fixed points of the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm in close approximation (see also [13] , [14] ).
III. TRUNCATED VARIATIONAL EM
Truncated approximations have been introduced to reduce the potentially exponential number of hidden states that have to be evaluated for an exact E-step in generative models with hidden variables. Truncated approaches are variational EM approximations that do not assume factored variational approximations but are proportional to the exact posteriors in low-dimensional subspaces. For the purposes of this paper they take the form:
(n) and zero otherwise. We have one set of variational parameters
, and formally define K to be the collection of all these sets:
). The variational distribution gives rise to a free energy of the form
which lower-bounds the data log-likelihood w.r.t. the generative model defined by p(c, y (n) |Θ) [5] . In general, it is more efficient to optimize the free energy F(K, Θ) instead of the log-likelihood. For the truncated distributions (12) the M-step equations remain unchanged compared to the M-steps of the exact posterior, except that expectation values are given by (see [1] , [5] ):
If it can now be shown that the E-step also increases the free energy F(K, Θ) in (13), then a variational EM algorithm is obtained that increases the lower bound (13) of the likelihood.
A. Motivation for Mixture Models
An intuition for applying truncated distributions to mixture models comes from considering common inference results for mixtures. If we consider, e.g., a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and typical data distributed according to a GMM, then some clusters will have significant overlap, but most cluster components will not overlap substantially. If the GMM model is fit appropriately to the data, this finally results in very low posterior probabilities for almost all clusters and high posteriors for only very few cluster given any data point. It seems computationally suboptimal to consider these low posterior probabilities in the same way as the very high ones, since very low probabilities affect inference results very little. Such numerical operations with small effects can therefore be avoided by setting low posteriors to exactly zero. Truncated approximations do allow for a formalization of this intuition and, as it will turn out, can provide strong theoretical guarantees and novel algorithmic approaches.
B. TV-EM for Mixture Models
For mixture models and given a data point y (n) , let us define the set K (n) to consist of C < C states. In this case, expectation values for the M-step have to be computed based on just these C states in K (n) , see eq. (14) . According to the theoretical results for TV-EM [5] , standard M-steps of a mixture model with truncated expectation values (14) increase the free energy (13) . A procedure that also increases the free energy in the E-step is provided by considering that in eq. (13) the logarithm is a concave function and its argument is a sum of non-negative probabilities. Therefore, if we demand that C remains constant, F(K, Θ) increases whenever we replace a statec ∈ K (n) by a new state c previously not in K (n) such that:
It is a design choice of the algorithm how much one aims at increasing the free energy based on this criterion. In one extreme, one could terminate updating K (n) in the E-step as soon as one new state is found that has a larger joint than the lowest joint of the states in K (n) . However, if the increase in the free energy is too small, the number of iterations until convergence could increase disproportionally to the gained speed-up per iteration. In the other extreme, one could terminate updating K (n) only after F(K, Θ) is fully maximized. For general graphical models, finding the most optimal K (n) can be computationally very expensive or even infeasible. Thus, for most applications it seems most promising to use an operation regime in the middle of these two extremes. For mixture models however, a full optimization can be obtained, because an exhaustive computation of p(c, y (n) |Θ) for all states (clusters c) is possible. The criterion (15) then simply translates to defining
That is, we define K (n) to consist of the clusters c with the C largest joints p(c, y (n) |Θ). Such defined sets K (n) necessarily maximize the truncated variational E-step, but require at least a partial sorting, which adds to the computational cost (see below). Criterion (15) on the other hand also allows for more efficient procedures that increase instead of maximize the free energy. Also the constraint of equally sized K (n) for all n could be relaxed.
C. TV-EM for Neural Simpletrons
Based on the previous considerations, an application of TV-EM to Neural Simpletrons is straightforward. For this, we use the ff-NeSi formulation of [6] , which allows for considering the input and first hidden layer to be optimized separately from the second hidden layer (and separately from later selflabeling approaches). Learning of the weights W then follows unsupervised likelihood optimization of a (non-hierarchical) normalized Poisson mixture model. The criterion (15) of the Poisson mixture model (observed and first hidden layer) can then be reduced as follows:
where the last step is a consequence of the normalized weights, eq. (4), used for the mixture model. It is hence sufficient to only compare the 1st hidden layer inputs I c for each data point y (n) in order to construct sets K (n) . Sets that maximize the free energy in the E-step are consequently obtained simply by selecting those C clusters c with the highest values I c . Approximate truncated posteriors are then obtained by setting all posteriors p(c| y
to zero and renormalizing p(c| y (n) , Θ) to sum to one. For application of TV-EM to Neural Simpletrons, replacing the exact posteriors with truncated posteriors is straightforward. As the posteriors p(c| y (n) , Θ) are represented by the activities s c of the first hidden layer, the computation of these activities simply change to take the following form:
define
compute s
where
The results on the equivalence between neural network learning and EM learning directly carry over to truncated learning: now the neural network can be shown to optimize the truncated free energy eq. (13) using the truncated inference eqs. (18) to (20) and the unchanged learning eqs. (9) and (10). We will refer to a simpletron with truncated middle layer activations eq. (20) as truncated Neural Simpletron (t-NeSi).
D. Complexity Reduction per Data Point
Truncated approaches generally reduce the complexity of inference, because the number of evaluated hidden states per data point can be drastically reduced (e.g., [1] , [3] - [5] ). For mixture models, the reduction of states at first glance does not appear to be very significant (in contrast to multiple causes models), as the number of hidden states scales linearly with the number of hidden variables. However, the exact zeros for posterior probabilities also result in a large reduction of computational cost in our case. Eq. (6) for I c is here still computed fully, which is of O(CD). But for the updates of weights (W cd ) eq. (9) the required computations reduce from
Even with the fully computed I c , we thus still reduce the computational cost by a number of numerical operations per data point proportional to (C − C )D. If considering that the additionally needed operations to find the largest C elements are typically of order O(C + C log C) per data point [15] , we can expect to reduce the required overall operations for t-NeSi by a large fraction compared to non-truncated NeSi networks.
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
For our investigation of t-NeSi, we use, as discussed above, the feedforward NeSi network together with self-labeling, i.e., we refer with t-NeSi to the truncated form of the ff + -NeSi network in [6] . Using the THEANO library [16] , the network is implemented for computation on modern GPU hardware (we use, e.g., NVIDIA TITAN X). We show results for the popular MNIST data set, which enables us to also compare to state-of-the-art algorithms in the field of deep learning, as well as the NIST SD19 database as illustration of large scale applicability.
A. MNIST
The MNIST data set [17] consists of 60 000 training and 10 000 test examples of handwritten digits, that have been sizenormalized to 28×28 pixel grayscale images and centered by pixel mass. We investigate semi-supervised settings of 1, 10, 60, 100 and 300 labels per class (with K = 10 classes total), as well as the fully supervised setting. Results for t-NeSi are given as mean error rates for the permutation invariant task on the blind test set over 10 independent runs with a new set of randomly picked, class-balanced training labels in each run. Due to high variance when selecting only a single label per class, 100 runs were performed in this one setting to reduce the error of the mean.
1) Parameter Tuning: For better direct comparability, we take the same parameter setting for t-NeSi as for its nontruncated counterpart ff + -NeSi in [6] , which was optimized using 10 labeled training examples per class, with a half/half split of labeled data into training and validation set. We here only optimize the new free parameter C , using the same data split. The resulting optimized free parameters are given as: A = 900, C = 10 000, C = 15,
with N being the number of available training samples and K = 10 classes. To allow for sufficient weight convergence, 500 training iterations over the complete given training sets were performed. For the singlelabel/class case this number was increased to 2000 training iterations, as with so few labels more iterations of the top layer were necessary until convergence. An example of learned weights is shown in fig. 3 .
2) Convergence:
Complementary to the reduced computational complexity (see section III-D), we also observe significantly faster learning times of truncated networks. Fig. 4 shows the training likelihood of only the first hidden layer of truncated and non-truncated NeSi for 10 independent runs each (which are however hardly distinguishable from another at this scale, as the likelihoods within each setting are too close together). As can be seen, the likelihood increases faster with lower C . However, when the posterior is truncated too much, the likelihood will converge to significantly lower values. Notably, we can here also observe that the optimal setting C = 15, found via optimization on a validation set, achieves a higher likelihood than all other shown settings, which could possibly allow for parameter tuning based solely on the (unsupervised) likelihood. 
3) Results:
In addition to reducing the number of required numerical operations, we observe that the performance of tNeSi does not decrease. Instead, we even observe a significant increase of performance, which is reflected on MNIST by significant decreases of error rates in all investigated settings. Table I shows the results and comparison with non-truncated NeSi. Although the truncation approach is here only used in a feedforward network with a completely unsupervised middle layer, which thus is independent of the amount of available labels, we still see strong improvements especially in the settings of very few labels. This shows, that learning of clear and distinct clusters in the unsupervised middle layer becomes particularly crucial for reliable class-learning in the semi-supervised top layer when labeled data is very sparse.
The main source of high error rates in these settings of very limited amounts of labels (down to a single label per class) stems from labeled training data that lie very much on the boundaries of the learned clusters, which can lead to class confusion (e.g. all '5's are learned as '8's and vice versa). With better defined clusters, this confusion appears less frequently, resulting in overall decreased mean error rates. 
4) Comparison to State-of-the-Art:
When comparing to stateof-the-art algorithms, we find that with decreasing numbers of labels the test error increases much slower for t-NeSi than for all competitors (see figs. 5 and 6). NeSi networks are able to maintain low test errors even in the limit case of a single label per class (see table I ). No other model has yet been shown to operate in this regime. One model that so far comes closest to our limit setting is an ensemble of 10 recent generative adversarial networks (GAN) [25] (5-layers each), which report a performance of (0.86 ± 0.56)% when 10 labels per class in the training set were used. With only two labels per class the performance of a single GAN drops to (16.77 ± 4.52)%, and to (11.34 ± 4.45)% for the ensemble of 10. This compares to (7.2 ± 0.5)% for t-NeSi using just a single label. Already the ff + -NeSi performs better than the GAN here (see table I ).
The main problem with comparison however remains the parameter tuning procedure [6] . For the NeSi networks, all free parameters were optimized using 10 labels per class in total. Approaches like VAT, M1+M2 and the Ladder Networks show better results if only labels for training are counted ( fig. 6 , left-hand side). However, if all labels used for training and tuning are considered, we find that all competing models operate in settings of ten-to hundredfolds more labeled data as the NeSi networks ( fig. 6 , right-hand side). Although these additional labels were only used for parameter optimization and not training itself, it remains unclear how much their performance would degrade in lesser optimized parameter settings as overfitting effects can become drastic with higher model complexity and smaller validation sets.
B. NIST Special Database 19
The semi-supervised setting is especially interesting for practical applications where an abundance of unlabeled data is easily available but acquisition of accompanying labels requires vast amounts of additional human effort. Algorithms in this DBN-rNCA [18] AGR [19] AtlasRBF [20] M1+M2 [21] Ladder 100 labels 600 labels 1,000 labels 3,000 labels Fig. 5 . Comparison of different algorithms on MNIST data with few labels. The figure shows results for systems using 100, 600, 1000, and 3000 labeled data points for training. All algorithms except ours use 1000 or 10 000 additional data labels (from the training or test set) for parameter tuning. 11,000 12,000 13,000
Fig. 6. Classification performance of different algorithms compared against varying proportion of labeled training data. The left-hand-side plot shows the achieved test errors w.r.t. the amount of labeled data seen by the compared algorithms solely during training. The right-hand-side plot illustrates for the same experiments the total amount of labeled data seen by each of the algorithms over the whole tuning and training procedure. The plots can be read similar to ROC curves, in the way that the more a curve approaches the upper-left corner, the better is the performance of a system for decreasing amounts of available labeled data.
domain should therefore be able to scale nicely with huge amounts of available unlabeled data.
To show the scalability properties of the truncated approach on hierarchical mixtures, we investigate the NIST Special Database 19 [26] , which comprises 344 307 training and 58 646 test samples of handwritten digits (K = 10 classes) and 387 361 training and 23 941 test samples of handwritten characters (K = 52 classes). We investigate semi-supervised settings of 1, 10, 60, 100 and 300 labels per class as well as the fully supervised setting on both tasks of digit and case-sensitive character recognition. All results for t-NeSi are given as permutation invariant mean error rates on the respective blind test set over 10 independent runs with a new set of randomly picked, class-balanced training labels in each run.
1) Preprocessing and Parameter Tuning:
We use the same data preprocessing as in [6] , which rescales, inverts and masscenters the original 128 × 128 binary data to 28 × 28 grayscale images, similar to MNIST (however without preserving relative scale). Because of the high similarity, the free parameters for tNeSi are kept the same as for MNIST, only scaling the learning rate of the top layer R by a factor of five for faster convergence with the approximately fivefold as many unlabeled training samples. The free parameters are then given as: A = 900, C = 10 000, C = 15, W = 0.2 × C/N , R = 1.0 × K/N and ϑ BvSB = 0.6, where K = 10 for digit classification and K = 52 for character classification. As for MNIST, we again allow for 500 iterations over the respective training sets for sufficiently converged weights. Fig. 7 shows an exemplary visualization of the learned weights.
2) Results:
As for MNIST, we see significant improvements with truncated posteriors in all settings. The strongest effect can again be observed in the settings of very few labels for the 10-class case of digit data (for which the free parameters were optimized on MNIST). These results set a new baseline Fig. 7 . Visualization of a random subset of learned weights by the t-NeSi algorithm trained on NIST SD19 with only a single label per class on the task of digit (top) and character recognition (bottom). Shown are for both cases 50 of 10 000 learned weights Wc,: of the first hidden layer as square matrices with weights R:,c of the second hidden layer as columns next to them, indicating the learned class(es) of the individual fields (with classes from top to bottom: '0', . . .,'9' for digit data and 'a', . . .,'z','A', . . .,'Z' for characters). for permutation invariant NIST SD19 digit data in all here investigated semi-supervised settings and for letters data at 60 labels per class and below (with r + -NeSi [6] still being better in semi-supervised settings when more labels were available). Notably, with additional unlabeled data the problem of class confusion in the limit case of a single label per class reduced even further with the truncated network and did not appear once in the here investigated 10 runs per setting.
As results for the semi-supervised setting were only available for the NeSi networks [6] , we solely compare to results of the state-of-the-art fully supervised 35c-MCDNN [27] , a committee of 35 deep CNNs. Note however, that optimization in the fully supervised setting allows for a much higher model complexity and thus better performance in this setting is to be expected.
V. DISCUSSION
Truncated variational EM provides a general mathematical tool for efficient training of generative models, which we here applied to derive truncated neural activations for a generative network of Neural Simpletrons (NeSi). The modified learning rules maintain a very compact and monolithic form and lead to reduced computational complexity compared to standard NeSi networks [6] . Usually, reducing the complexity of learning algorithms does result in reduced accuracy of obtained solutions. Also in our case, performance decrease could have been expected. However, as shown for MNIST in section IV, we observe for truncated approaches (C = 15) consistently higher likelihood values for all EM iterations (see fig. 4 ). Furthermore, these values are reached in fewer EM iterations than without truncation, which means an additional reduction of required computational cost to train Neural Simpletrons on a given data set. This very beneficial scenario to simultaneously reduce computational cost and improve performance has been observed for truncated distributions previously: for ternary sparse coding [28] higher likelihood values were observed with truncation than without, and for binary and spike-and-slab sparse coding [29] , [30] likelihoods were observed to converge faster when using truncated distributions. Truncated approximations have also been applied to mixture models [4] , [31] , [32] and were observed to reduce complexity, to be functionally beneficial [4] , [32] , and to increase the likelihood faster (see [32] for a current ongoing study). Like in our investigation, in all mentioned studies above, intermediate values for truncation parameters were found to perform best.
In this work, we, for the first time, applied truncated approximations to a minimalistically deep neural network and demonstrated improved semi-supervised classification performances. Improved performance with reduced complexity is notably not unheard of for neural networks: dropout [33] is a popular approach showing similar features. However, unlike dropout, which randomly discards usually about half of neural weights for updates to reduce co-adaptation of units, truncation systematically selects relatively few (and similar) weights for updates depending on a given data point. Still, both approaches first considerably reduce the network's size before updating neural weights, which represents a remarkable similarity. Notably, the here applied systematic truncation could still be combined with the random unit selection in dropout.
Based on the intuition for mixture models, by considering our numerical results, and based on explanations offered by sparse coding studies [28] - [30] , truncated distributions seem to help avoiding local optima by destabilizing those locally optimal solutions that represent irrelevant solutions. For sparse coding models [28] , [30] , such optima correspond to relatively dense solutions which did not fit well to the investigated sparse data generation processes. For the here investigated mixture model, solutions corresponding to many strongly overlapping clusters are presumably discouraged. At least for the data studied here, such distributions also do not seem to be beneficial for classification, which may explain the better performance with truncation.
In semi-supervised classification experiments, we saw strong beneficial effects in test error rates and variances, especially in the settings of very few labels. With purely unsupervised learning in the first hidden layer, NeSi networks showed to be still applicable even in the limit case of only a single label per class during training, where truncated learning lead to relative improvements of up to 33% in test error. Maintaining low error rates without many labeled data points remains a huge challenge even for state-of-the-art deep networks, see, e.g., [25] . This showed to be especially true, when tuning of free parameters is considered as additional optimization loop, where generally more additional labels are needed with higher model complexity (see figs. 5 and 6, right-hand side).
Scalability of the approach was investigated on the NIST SD19 database, which allows for training with more than fivefold as many (unlabeled) data points per class. This data set shows to be more challenging than MNIST even when only considering digit data (as can be seen, e.g., by comparing state-of-the-art fully supervised performances of 35c-MCDNN [27] ). However, in the semi-supervised setting the additional unlabeled data lead to better defined templates (cluster centers) than for MNIST, which resulted in far slower degrading test errors with decreasing amounts of labels down to the very limit of a single label per class, even surpassing the MNIST results in that setting. This shows, that the truncated NeSi network is very well suited for and greatly benefits from applications to data sets with very large amounts of unlabeled data. We also investigated the much more challenging case-sensitive character classification task: The number of classes here increases fivefold compared to digit classification, while the number of data points per class shrinks by approximately the same factor. Also the overlap between classes increases because of higher similarities among the class means. Still, even without further parameter tuning, significant improvements could be observed for truncated NeSi also here, however less pronounced than for digit data.
In conclusion, our work is the first to demonstrate the advantages of truncated approximations in a neural network, where it further reduces complexity and improves on the already competitive performance of NeSi networks for few labels.
